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MORE.                 BETTER.                    LESS.  



The ultimate goal for any engineering activity is to strike the 
right balance between performance and cost to produce for 

a given design challenge or market opportunity. 

Engineers are limited in the time and energy they can spend 
on any design problem to fully explore the options that 

encompass the design space. 

Engineering outcomes



What did your last 
engineering challenge 

take to complete?

Engineering outcomes

• 1 Designer?

• Weeks/months

• Labour Costs



Subtractive
Component machined on a 5 axis cnc milling machine.

Component



Clamps ? 

How is the part fixed on the machine table?



Billet on the table

How is the part fixed on the machine



How is the part fixed on the machine

Billet off the table



Decisions impacting how the part sits on the machine



Subtractive
Component machined on a 5 axis cnc milling machine.

Manufacturing process

Custom work holding - our goal is to create 

a fixture strong enough to hold stock for machining.



Two Design Approaches



Custom Fixturing Today

TIME CONSUMING

Custom fixturing requires the time of an engineer to design the fixturing, and time on a CNC machine to cut it. For 

large complex fixtures, this design time can become significant

EXPENSIVE

Using the time of experienced engineers as well as using production machines for non-value added tasks such as 

fixture creation reduces productive output and negatively impacts profit margins

CONSTRAINED

The time constraints imposed by these factors, restrict the ability of engineers to fully explore the design problem, 

which can result in sub-optimal fixturing. This could then add time to the machining process itself, if unnecessary 

setups are required, or late stage changes to the toolpaths need to be made



Traditional Design Approach





AUTODESK GENERATIVE DESIGN

Autodesk generative design is a design exploration technology.

Simultaneously generate multiple CAD-ready solutions based on 

real-world manufacturing constraints and product performance 

requirements.



Generative Design Approach



How to Create Work-holding 
with Generative Design



Fixation to Machine

The fixture needs to be securely fastened to the machine 

bed. Most machines have a bed with T shaped grooves 

which can be used to attach stock material, fixturing or 

raisers to

A variety of options are available to fasten the fixture and the 

stock. Complex bespoke fixturing will often make use of clamps, 

vices or even 3D printed jaws, to securely clamp onto the stock 

material 

Fixation to Stock



Fixation to the machine

There are a variety of options for raising the height of a part from the machine bed, including plates and raisers. In this 

instance, static pads are used to connect onto the bed of the machine directly



Fixation to the stock

A variety of different methods can be used to fasten a fixture to stock material, including vices, clamps and other devices. In 

this instance, holes were tapped into the stock, through which bolts connected the fixture to the stock material



Number of Setups

Having to move a part to a new orientation requires that it 

be taken off the machine, which significantly slows down 

the manufacturing process. A good fixture, should 

therefore allow a component to be machined in as few 

setups as possible

An obtrusive fixture will limit the access of the cutting tool to the 

material. Poor fixture design may require sub-optimal toolpaths 

that have to ensure they avoid a poorly situated fixture; and 

increases the chance that a collision will occur

Cutting Tool Access



Connector obstacles

An essential function of the fixture is that it should be easy to take the finished part off, and to install new stock material.

The fixture should also be easy to fasten onto the bed of the machine. Obstacle geometry is used, to ensure adequate 

room is left for bolted fasteners



Assembly obstacles

Obstacle geometry is also used to represent the wider assembly of the machine bed. This is to ensure that the fixture 

doesn’t protrude into the machine, or interfere with it’s motion



Cutting tool access

Finally, obstacle geometry is also used to ensure that there is enough empty space for the cutting tool to access all the 

areas of the stock that it needs to. In this instance, a large disk ensures that the space above the stock fastening locations 

is kept clear. Additional obstacle geometry is added below this where 3+2 axis features require additional tool access



Structural Rigidity

During the manufacturing process, 

significant forces can be applied by the 

cutting tool. The rigidity of the fixture is 

essential in maintaining the position of the 

component during this process, and hence 

the accuracy of the finished component. 

As the tool spins, a cyclic load is applied 

which create vibration. This can become 

amplified, a process known as chatter, 

creating a poor surface finish. The rigidity 

of the fixture plays a key role in preventing 

this from occuring



Machining Forces

The forces which act on a fixture during the machining process are represented using load cases. This allows generative 

design to understand the environment of the component during use, and to create design outcomes which are optimized for 

this environment. In this instance, an objective of maximizing stiffness has been used to maximize the structural rigidity of

the fixture



Materials

Generative design in Fusion 360 will create outcomes for multiple different materials based on the same design criteria. 

This provides users with the ability to understand the impact which the material properties have on the design outcome, 

and to explore new material choices for existing design problems



Manufacturing Methods

The manufacturing methods which are available to the designer can be selected as constraints. Each design outcome 

created, will have a unique manufacturing goal in mind, the parameters of which can be customized to the users liking. 



Generate

Once the problem is fully defined, results can be generated simultaneously using the power of cloud computing.  



Image caption goes here



Compare Outcomes

Once designs have been generated, the human engineer or designer can apply their knowledge and understanding of the 

design problem at hand, to compare the results against each other.



Download best outcome

Each of the designs, in fact any iteration of any of the design outcomes, can be downloaded as a fully parametric CAD 

model. This model will keep any information, such as material, associated with it; as well as the loading conditions used in 

the problem setup.



Image caption goes here



Two Design Approaches



Traditional Design Approach



Generative Design Approach

Produce





MORE LESSBETTER
• Work holding fixtures
• Lighter easier to Handle

• Opportunity
• Flexibility
• Productivity
• Designs

• Waste
• Time
• Money

Design MachiningAdditive
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